
There have been many technological developments in the 20th century, for example in 

transport, telecommunication and health. 

What technological development do you think has been the most important? How has it 

changed people’s lives? Have all the changes been positive? 

Source: Preparation and practice   page 135 

 

 

Nowadays technology has unbelievable speed in proceeding without any interval. Its effect spectrum  spread 

through human life, namely: Communication, Medical science, Computer and transport. While generally people 

mind you to computers and telecommunication devices ( means)  and they think it is single side of technology; 

from my point of view, transport is placed in the first stage of importance which  I’d like to refer to some 

aspects. 

 

Initially, it creates a safe travel with highest securities. Technology for the sake of secure transportion, suggests 

many stylish planes. For instance, in air industry transportation we face with huge steps toward future. A 

couple of days ago one airplane belonging to American airline had a essential landing in a river with roughly 

200 passengers and crews; which all of them (all of whom) safely had left the airplane.  

The pilot said “I strongly believe, we are owe to the design of airplane which assist us to survive” 

 

Second, development of technology, as well had enormous change on all kind of pollutions –sound pollution 

and especially air pollution. The scientists got assistance from new generation of fuel which secures the lives of  

some special species of plants; they could decrease approximately %50 of air pollution by airplanes. 

Furthermore, they have had successfully tests on cars and others vehicles. 

 

Last but not least, I want to highlight many update facilities which are using (used) in vehicles and public 

transport. They make passengers comfort and ease journey even in long-distant travels. 

 



In conclusion, in this regard, the progress in technology is not a bit to disregard, also I totally assume which 

these changes have been effected ( affected) transportation  more than other departments and all of them is 

positive for human generation. 
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